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Punktum as Catalyst for Postmemory in Children’s Historical Graphic Novel Memoirs
Martha Marie Failinger
“We read to know we are not alone.” 
C.S. Lewis
Why This Story?
  Following my father’s death, I saved all the photos and papers from his memory trunk 
as I sought a lasting sense of connection to him. I felt I had lost my chance to know him when 
he died at age 64 from cancer, before I had the time or desire to thoroughly question him about 
his life and our early relationship. Several years later I was unpacking these photos after a major 
move and opened one of the boxes of Kodak color slides, finding images of my early childhood I 
not seen previously. Punctum, my response to these slides, has been described as “that prick and 
shock of recognition, that unique and very personal response to photographic detail that attracts 
and repels us at the same time” (Hirsch 4). The allure of these slides, combined with my father’s 
two journals written when he worked in post-war Germany, lay in the hope of finding clues 
to obtain that connection to my father, as well as learning about my parents’ initial meeting in 
Germany shortly after the war and the circumstances surrounding that pivotal time. 
 In her first chapter of Family Frames, called “Mourning and Postmemory,” Hirsch says 
in her reading “postmemory is distinguished from memory by generational distance and from 
history by deep personal connection.” The deep personal connection that I had with my parents’ 
time in Germany shortly after World War II was this: my most formative years (birth to age five) 
were lived in the shadow of that life-changing chronology. The protagonist in my graphic novel 
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Escape from the East is the 19-year-old East German refugee (pseudonym: Hans) my parents 
sponsored to immigrate to the United States.  Having become acquainted with him during their 
time in Germany, my parents introduced into our family a teenager who for several years shared 
a room with my older brother and me. Images of Hans holding me as a toddler (see fig.1) were 
among the slides, as well as photographs he had taken of me. I wondered: who was this person, 
where did he come from (since he spoke another language), and why was he living with us? Why 
did he seem to be more comfortable with me than my own father did? 
      
     Fig. 1: Protagonist Hans with author
As I proceeded to go through this material, I found hundreds of the slides my father 
had taken from the nearly two years (1947-1949) he spent working in post-war Germany as 
a vicar with local youth pastors. After having these slides digitized and light levels adjusted, 
I viewed them with amazement. Here was a Germany I had never seen in books, magazines, 
documentaries and all the war movies my husband often watched. As I read my father’s journal, 
it was punctum that alerted me of the opportunity to journey with his images and words into the 
world of post-war Germany which remained largely unexplored in my mind and memory.
Research Driven by Postmemory and Punctum
  In the late 19th century the first significant traumatic memory studies took place in France. 
Pierre Janet published a scientific account of traumatic stress and was the first to point out the 
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difference between “narrative memory” and “traumatic memory.”  Janet describes the splitting 
off and isolation of memory imprints in the traumatized as “dissociation.”  The part of the brain 
responsible for emotions shuts down during trauma as part of the brain’s survival mechanism 
(Stauffer-Collins). The sensations, thoughts and emotions from the trauma are symbolically 
frozen. A problem exists, however, in the accessing the memories later. They cannot be recalled 
at will but can be triggered by sensory stimuli (sounds, smells, touch) similar to what were 
experienced in the trauma. This memory is fragmented and disorganized. What has now been 
documented in recent research is unless the traumatized are able to thaw and subsequently 
integrate the split-off memories from the past into a continuing story, their personal and 
professional functioning will be stunted. In Van der Kolk’s words, “Being traumatized means 
continuing to organize your life as if the trauma were still going on – unchanged and immutable 
– as every new encounter of event is contaminated by the past” (Van der Kolk 52). 
  It is my observation that most people (including myself) ignore the parts of their 
memory that fall into the disassociated realm and try to get on with their lives rather than doing 
the time-consuming and painful work of integration. But what of the trauma of wars and its 
effects on people if they are not able to speak about it? Does that part of history get lost? This is 
where punctum and postmemory are useful as tools for the second generation to use creatively 
in order to thaw the frozen sensory evocation of their parents (or other first-generation loved 
ones) and restore the lost narrative to its rightful place. Drawings from the traumatized have 
been demonstrated to be more useful in bringing back the actual narrative of what transpired 
than attempts to have the traumatized verbalize their recollections. The last few decades have 
witnessed a plethora of published graphic novel memoirs (written and illustrated by the same 
person) dealing with childhood trauma accorded great acclaim in the field of Adult, YA and MG 
literature. The visual elements in these graphic novels serve to spark and give voice to the 
hidden traumatic emotions.
Examples of Historical Graphic Novels Using Postmemory and Punctum
            The awareness of what the graphic novel might accomplish in regard to telling a 
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traumatic narrative was first realized with the publication of Maus by Art Spiegelman in 1980. 
Spiegelman was a well-known cartoonist perplexed by his own postmemory of his parents’ 
concentration camp experiences, the aftermath of which included the suicide of his mother when 
he was 19. His work shows the effect of postmemory by placing the narrative in the present, as 
he interviews his father to get answers to questions about his time spent in the camps. This iconic 
work, intended for adults, reveals the struggles of one born into all the dysfunction created in his 
family by the lack of a clear narrative of what his parents’ trauma was. Photos left lying around 
were the beginning source of punctum and used to great effect throughout the novel. It took over 
thirteen years for him to write and illustrate and seven years for him to find a publisher for the 
work in book form. in 1992 Maus was the first graphic novel to win a Pulitzer Prize twenty years 
after his first strip in 1972 by the same name had appeared. 
Another adult graphic novel, Persepolis by Marjane Satrapi (published in 2000), is a 
retrospective of her own Iranian childhood under tyrannical rule and her subsequent sense of 
displacement when her parents sent her to Austria to “get away from the war.” Similar adult 
graphic novels began to proliferate around 2005, and a bounty of scholarly articles about them 
are useful in recreating important historical narratives involving trauma. 
 The absence of historical graphic novel memoirs written specifically for children caught 
my awareness in the last ten years of reading this format. The autobiographical book A Bag of 
Marbles, written by the French author Joseph Joffo and published in 1973, was transformed 
into a graphic novel in 2012, beginning a trend of adapting historical memoirs into the graphic 
novel form, which publishers were discovering had a wider audience among middle school 
and young adult readers. Yet, in the preparation of this essay, I could not find a single scholarly 
article regarding this format relating to trauma and the child. My first mentor text is from this 
group of novels transformed into graphic novels. Seeking Refuge by Irene N. Watt was published 
under the title Remember Me in 2000 and describes her experience in the Kindertransport 
immediately preceding World War II in 1939.  Watts collaborated with illustrator Kathryn E. 
Shoemaker, resulting in the narration taking place in two graphic novels: the first published in 
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2008  (Goodbye Marianne), and the second (my first mentor text) in 2016. The target age was         
eight to eleven years. 
Fig. 2: Seeking Refuge pgs. 66-67
Many aspects drew me to this graphic novel. First and foremost is the simplicity of the 
pencil drawings done in a child-like style, with the mid-value background creating a consistent 
depth of field. These visual elements function to create a visual language which invites the child 
reader into a world in which he she feels safe. The format of the book, being slightly larger than 
the average manga or YA graphic novel, also creates extra space for the child to process things 
that may require such healing space (see fig. 2). Since I planned to use the letters of two of my 
characters ( pa and Hans) as part of the narrative, I studied Shoemaker’s way of including them 
as part of the illustrations to consider how they worked in the overall pacing of the story. 
My second mentor text, Hidden, published in 2012, is a story of a young granddaughter 
of a Holocaust survivor who is able to gently draw out of her grandmother Dounia the story of 
her childhood in rural France during World War II. The symbolic double meaning in the title 
of the book hints at postmemory. Dounia, physically concealed as a child in order to save her 
life, had hidden the story from her son due to the traumatic effect of her family’s disruption. 
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The granddaughter Elsa, in the desire to comfort her grandmother, brings both the story and 
the trauma out into the open in a way that brings healing to all three generations of the family 
involved. 
 The contributions that Hidden brings to the table of post-memory in children’s literature 
are many. Hidden was inspired by a collective postmemory rather than a true story of one 
person’s trauma. Both the writer and illustrator felt an obligation to their daughters to complete 
their cultural narrative by telling the traumatic history of French Jews during World War II 
in a form with which a child could connect. Many stories were researched by the writer, then 
simplified into one historical fiction narrative. This creates a space where the silences of trauma 
are shown in the relationship of one generation to another but are drawn out by the third 
generation, thus repairing the breach of memory which would have remained had the story 
not been told. A gift is given to the son of the trauma survivor through his daughter’s curiosity 
and his mother’s willingness at last to divulge the painful (and presumably lost) circumstances 
of her own childhood. Perhaps the granddaughter Elsa could be seen metaphorically as doing 
the creative work of postmemory in which the son invested to draw out his mother’s story. 
The picture shown at the conclusion of the story, with all three participating in a group hug, 
exemplifies this “repairing of the breach” which had produced holes of existence in all their 
lives. I find it interesting grandmother Dounia is looking at a photo album (see fig. 3)— 
                          
     Fig.3:Hidden pgs. 2-3
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which serves as the catalyst for punctum and post memory — in the beginning pages of the book. 
How fitting it is that Elsa (symbolic of postmemory) wakes up and enters the 
narrative at this time.       
 Visualizing Elsa as the curiosity that punctum creates along with her childlike way of 
drawing the trauma narrative out of her grandmother was helpful for me in simplifying my own 
story. This author, as a small child living with Hans, wanted to know why he was sad. Thus, in a 
metaphorical way, she climbed up on his lap and said: “Tell me your story.” The photographs I 
studied reinforced my intuition in this respect, confirming the observation: “Photography, then, 
is precisely the medium connecting memory and postmemory. As traces, photographs record 
both life (the rays connecting body to eye) and death (the moment they record becomes fixed 
with the very act of recording” (Hirsch). In these photographic “traces” of Hans and my father in 
Germany, I was able to connect with a part of their lives in a history that I never knew. My own 
German ethnicity increased my desire to create this graphic novel about Hans and my father’s 
life for myself and others to “reconstruct our own identity in our cultural moment so that we can 
recuperate ourselves from the lost other” (Nguyen-Vo 170).  
Research Driven by Postmemory and Punctum 
 Because about 15% of my father’s journals were written in German interspersed with 
English in a handwriting style hard to decipher, I chose to type them, making them easier to 
read. While transcribing the text, the recognition of a lost part of the story of the post-war 
German people became evident to me. I began a family blog with lengthy entries and began 
to research places mentioned in the journal.  This also led me into more research on the social 
environment of post-war Germany. This scavenger hunt process piqued my curiosity: the more 
connection I felt to a part of my father I never knew and his experiences, the more connection I 
desired.  I experienced a growing realization that, although there has been much written about 
the Holocaust and the rise and fall of the Third Reich, there was a distinct absence of stories 
from the perspective of German youth. Their lives had been profoundly disrupted and forever 
changed through the corrupting influence of Adolf Hitler and his accomplices. Many had lost 
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their families, homes, and cities. Yet, due to the cultural guilt imposed on Germans following 
the war and the silencing shame the German people experienced, opportunities to give voice to 
their stories of pain and loss were not readily accessible. Additionally, since their experiences 
were often viewed as self-justifying by the victorious Allies and therefore suspect in terms of 
reliability, such perspectives were not sought out and were even suppressed in foreign news 
reports and literature.
I realized, perhaps through my father’s experiences and my living in close proximity as 
a young child to one such German youth, I had the “postmemory” necessary to make a creative 
investment and give’s voice to Hans’ generation. Punctum would be my inspiration and guide. 
I made the decision to start interviewing Hans and became a first-hand witness to the way his 
trauma blocked verbal expression. It had been a “disruptive experience that disarticulates the self 
and creates holes in existence” and “has belated effects that are controlled only with difficulty 
and perhaps never fully mastered” (La Capra 41). Perhaps postmemory would serve “as a needle 
and thread that weaves the missing connections between generational boundaries and shows that 
disparate memories can be woven into a single narrative” (Kang 74).  
            Part of the punctum I experienced in reading my father’s journal had to do with aspects 
of Hans’ story with which I could strongly identify — the loss of identity and becoming a 
marionette to a stronger personality who aroused hope and optimism. I wanted to re-create this 
time that many German people could not articulate, including Hans. I desired to more fully 
explore how this relinquishment of individual responsibility occurred and provide an opportunity 
for the reader to engage with this process. Unaware at that point of the term “postmemory,” 
I wanted to explore the trauma experienced by the Germans, bringing to light what many 
considered a dead and judged subject. 
This “imaginative investment” would produce a healing space where the forgotten 
memories of Hans would be safe to emerge and my processing of those memories (along with 
historical research and other visual clues) would bring clarity and resonance to the author’s own 
history.  (Hirsch 22). What I suggest in the writing and illustrating of this thesis project is that 
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reparative work exists in the process of using postmemory, and the punctum points of the author/
illustrator will help recreate the narrative of the traumatized. The stories of two generations — 
that of the traumatized, and that subsequently of the emotionally deprived — can be woven 
together to produce a relatable story that strikes a sympathetic cord, bringing healing to both. The 
graphic novel, using images next to text, is helpful in creating this reparative space, especially 
since words alone cannot describe trauma in a way that brings empathy and understanding. 
            Writing about historical trauma in a manner in which children can both learn and find 
a safe place to process trauma in their own life is indispensable to a child becoming secure in 
his/her identity. Graphic novels provide for a child, visual stimulus reaching portions of the 
emotional brain that words alone do not. Postmemory can serve as a “curious and caring child” 
or punctum to the author/illustrator of such graphic novels, gently and effectively drawing out 
the story in a way which resonates with the reader. My hope is this graphic novel, with the aid of 
postmemory, will serve such a purpose.
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Escape from the East and the Graphic Novel Process
At first learning how to go about writing the graphic novel was overwhelming and 
intimidating. I had not attempted either writing or illustrating a novel of any kind, and no 
instructor at Hollins had published such a work. The process was similar to a scavenger hunt, as 
I discovered the clues I needed in order to prepare myself. After the second summer at Hollins I 
traveled to Vermont for a week-long workshop on graphic novels taught by Paul Karasik at the 
Center for Cartoon Studies, with other workshop instructors (e.g., Jason Lutes) from the Center. 
This is what I would describe as a quick dive into the deep waters, followed shortly thereafter 
by great online course on “Writing the Graphic Novel” by Swati Avashti provided in the fall of 
2015 through the MFA program at Hamline University. This course helped aided me in both the 
creative and critical elements of the writing process.
 In spring 2016, I participated in an independent study with James Sturm, a director 
at Center of Cartoon Studies, who has previously published several graphic novels. One of 
the most helpful assignments I received — to get started with the overall creation of pictures 
and words for my thesis — involved going away for 10 days, taking 4”x6” index cards, and 
writing on one side the main gist of each proposed novel page and on the other side performing 
the thumbnail sketches that would best break that down. After placing them in a plastic photo 
holder, I could visualize how the pacing/picture sequence was working. I developed the chapter 
summaries for the book and decided to divide it into two. That same spring, I took an eleven-day 
trip to Germany to perform interviews and visit some of the locations pictured in my father’s 
photographs. 
The summer of 2016 found my schedule filled with required illustration courses, 
precluding work on the graphic novel — although I did ask visiting professors and artists-in-
residence to give me feedback on what I had so far and attended Cece Bell’s weekend workshop 
on her graphic novel El Deafo. During my tutorial with Dr. Lisa Fraustino in the summer of 
2017, the opportunity arose to share my work with other writers. I grappled with how best to 
present the work in progress to writers, playing with several script forms. In this intense six 
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weeks I began to get a feeling for the tone of the work, and with the help of my two chosen 
advisors (Fraustino for writing and Ruth Sanderson for illustration) made the decision to make 
it one instead of two books. During an online course with Hillary Homzie in the fall of 2017, I 
was able to submit part of my writing thesis writing to the class. This was helpful in that Homzie, 
being Jewish, gave a point of view I had not yet encountered with which I needed to grapple. The 
result of this was that my awareness of the sensitivity of the Jewish people to even a child’s point 
of view of the “villainous” German people needed to be carefully scrutinized. 
In figuring out how I could write/illustrate the most fluidly, I experimented with the 
sequencing of writing vs. drawing first. I had a slight leaning towards the visual being able 
to pace and set the tone of the story, and so with encouragement from Fraustino I set about 
working on a procedure to help facilitate the process. Over a period of six months I discovered 
and learned to use an app called Comic Draw (see fig.4) allowing me to draw/storyboard 
while putting text in speech bubbles simultaneously. I was able to make my greatest strides in 
storyboarding the complete first draft of the manuscript in about six months’ time. Often, I would 
listen to a recent recording of Bach’s Motets, sung by the St. Thomas Boys Choir (of which 
Hans was a member), as an audio background to working in Comic Draw on my manuscript. 
Over the years I have found that I process best with pictures and audio rather than words. Having 
the parameters of template size and tools that drew straight lines helped my brain to relax into 
creativity, like a jigsaw on a table helps a craftsman to create beautiful curves in wood.  The 
development of my final illustration style involved much experimentation, both digitally using 
the iPad (with apps such as Adobe Draw and Procreate) and on the Cintiq (using Photoshop).  
Traditional mediums explored included watercolor, gouache and ink. In the end, I felt the line 
that I could obtain using the vector app Adobe Draw with an Apple pencil was the “feel” that I 
desired in giving the illustrations an energy and life, as well as being a method I enjoyed. The 
coloring and additional linework, as well as final tweaking, would done in Photoshop (see fig.5). 
In the course of my development over the last five years as a writer/illustrator of 
children’s literature I have made many discoveries (besides the Comic Draw app) of aids 
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Fig.4: Comic Draw page by illustrator
Fig.5: Final spread done in Photoshop by illustrator
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to the completion of this thesis. My love for research steered me toward unplanned reading, 
documentaries, movies, and other resources dealing with the time period of my graphic novel 
before knowing exactly what I needed for successful completion of the work. On multiple 
occasions, I was submerged in research and had to be rescued back into intentionality. 
Accumulation of vast amounts of knowledge (despite its ready availability) by itself does not 
produce the perspective, skill, or focus needed to create a graphic novel. Books emphasizing the 
need for removal of distractions and stressing immersion in subject matter, such as Deep Work,  
helped me form strict boundaries preventing me from being hijacked in my quest to produce this 
graphic novel.
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